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ABSTRACT 
It is known that Lr(E, C(K)), the space of all regular operators from E into C(K), is a Riesz 
space for all Riesz spaces E if and only if K is Stonian. We prove that this statement holds if E 
is replaced by C(K), where K is a compact space, the cardinal number of which satisfies a certain 
condition. 
Let E and F be Riesz spaces, L+(E,F) the set of all linear operators 
T: E--*F for which T(E ÷ ) is contained in F + , and Lr(E, F) its linear hull, the 
vector space of all "regular" linear operators from E into F. Taking L +(E, F) 
as the positive cone, we turn Lr(E, F) into an ordered vector space that may or 
may not be a Riesz space. The theorem of Kantorovich-Freudenthal (see [6] 
IV 1.3, [8] 83.4) establishes that Lr(E, F)is a Riesz space if F is Dedekind 
complete, and Abramovi~ and Gejler have proved in [1] that F is Dedekind 
complete if Zr(E, F) is a Riesz space for all Riesz space E. A.C.M. van Rooij 
in [4] has deeply studied the following question: For what E and F is Lr(E, F) 
a Riesz space? In particular he poses the problem for what topological spaces 
X is Lr(C(X), C(X)) Riesz?. In this paper we give an answer to this question in 
case that X is a compact space, the cardinal number of which satisfies a certain 
condition. 
The cardinal number of a set I will be denoted by I11. If  X is a topological 
space (always assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff), C(X) will be 
the Riesz space of all real continuous functions on X. If {fi: i e I}  is a subset 
of C(X) the supremum (infimum) of { J~: ie I}  in C(X) will be denoted by 
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V~f i  (Az~Si) and its pointwise supremum (infimum) by supi~zfi (infi~ifi). 
If A is a subset of X, the characteristic function of A will be called 1A. 
Let m be a cardinal number and E a Riesz space. We recall that E is called 
m-complete if every nonempty order bounded subset whose cardinality is at 
most m has a least upper bound. We denote by F the two elements et { - 1, 1 }. 
Let I be a set. In a natural way, F I is a commutative compact group, carrying 
a unique normalized Haar measure P0. The following results which can be 
found in van Rooij 's memoir [4], are included for sake of completeness 
according to the referee's advice. 
PROPOSITION ([4] 3.5 (a)). Let X be a topological space, F a Riesz space such 
that Lr(c(x), F) is Riesz. I f  Xo is a compact subset of X, then Lr(C(Xo), F) is 
Riesz. 
PROPOSITION ([4] 3.15 (a)). Let X be a compact space, F a uniformly com- 
plete Riesz space such that Lr(c(x), F) is Riesz. Let At be a regular Borel 
measure on X and let 1 <_p< ~. Then Lr(Lp(p), F) is Riesz. 
PROPOSITION ([4] 4.3 (a)). Let E, F be Riesz spaces. Let m be a cardinal 
number such that F is m-complete. I f E + has a relatively uniformly dense 
subset H of cardinality less than or equal to m, then Lr(E, F) is Riesz. 
PROPOSITION ([4] 4.10). Let I be a set and let F I be as above. Let 1 <_p< ~. 
Let F be a uniformly complete Riesz space. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) F is II[-complete. 
(b) Lr(C(FI), F) is Riesz. 
(c) Lr(Lp(FI), F) is Riesz. 
(d) Lr(M(FI), F) is Riesz. 
PROPOSITION ([4] 4.16) Let E be an infinite dimensional Riesz space with a 
strong unit. Let F be a uniformly complete Ri sz space such that Lr(E, F) is 
Riesz. Then F is Ro-complete. 
Let E, F be Riesz spaces. The formula E<F will mean that there exist 
A ~L+(E, F) and B~L+(F, E) such that BoA is the identity map on E. 
PROPOSITION ([4] 6.2 (a)). Let E, E o, F be Riesz spaces and let Lr(E, F) be 
Riesz. I f  Eo<-E, then Lr(Eo, F) is Riesz. 
EXAMPLE ([4] 6.3 (iii)). Let (X1,271) and (X2,272) be measurable spaces, 
r : XI - ,X2 a measurable map, ~t a finite measure on X1 and/1 ~ the measure 
pot  -1 on X2. Then Lp(pr)<LP(IO for all pc  [1, oo]. 
Before proving our theorem, we need several preliminary results. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a compact opological space and let F be a uniformly 
complete Riesz space. I f  there exists a continuous map ~ from K onto F I and 
Lr(C(K), F) is a Riesz space, then F is ]I]-complete. 
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PROOF. Let/~0 be the normalized Haar measure on F'.  By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem and the Riesz representation theorem there exists a Radon measure/~ 
on K such that 
fgpdl~ = I fd/uo 
K r 1 
for all fe  C(FI). Thus L l(/t0) is Riesz isomorphic to L 1(~0), where/l 0=/~ o q)-1. 
As Lr(C(K), F) is Riesz, so are Lr(Ll(l~), F) (by [4] 3.15 (a)), Lr(Ll(Ij¢), F) 
(by [4] 6.2 and 6.3 (iii)) and, finally, Lr(Ll(lao), F) too. According to [4] 4.10, 
F is I/I-complete. [] 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a uniformly complete Riesz space. Then Lr(l~(I), F) 
is a Riesz space if and only if F is 21If-complete. 
PROOF. If F is 21II-complete, then Lr(loo(I), F) is Riesz (by [4] 4.3 (a)), since 
l=(I) has a norm-dense subset of cardinality 2II!. 
Conversely, let us assume that Lr(l~ ), F) is Riesz. Let J be a set with 
I J l :  =2frJ. Applying ([7] 8.3.7 (F)) there exists a dense subset T o f / " J  such 
that IT[ = III. Thus we have a dense continuous map I~F  s, extending to a 
continuous urjection q~ :ill--+1 -'J. By lemma 1 it follows that F is IJ l-complete. 
[] 
Following Rosenthal [5], we say that a compact topological space K is 
m-Stonian, m being an infinite cardinal, if K is zero-dimensional and if for any 
famiIy {Ai: i e I}  of disjoint clopen subsets of K with ] I ] _m,  the set Ui~iAi 
is clopen. K is said to be Stonian if it is m-Stonian for all m. 
With a proof similar to the one of Nakano's theorem (see, for instance [6] 
II, 7.7) it is easy to obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be a compact opological space. Then C(K) is m- 
complete if and only if K is m-Stonian. 
Let X a topological space, F a closed subset of X. We define 
C(X/F) : = { f  e C(X) : f lF is constant}. 
We recall that a cardinal number m is said to be strongly inaccesible if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) m is uncountable, 
(b) if IAI<m and d~<m for every yeA,  then ~?ea dy<m, 
(c) i fp<m,  then 2P<m. 
It is in fact not known if any strongly inaccesible cardinal exists. If so, there 
is a smallest one (see for instance [2] or [3]). We recall that the weight of a 
topological space X is the smallest cardinal number m such that there exists a 
base B of open sets satisfaying IBI = m. 
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THEOREM. Let K be a compact opological space such that its weight is 
smaller than the smallest strongly inaccesible cardinal. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) K is Stonian. 
(ii) Lr(E, C(K)) is Riesz for all Riesz spaces E. 
(iii) Lr(C(K), C(K)) is Riesz. 
(iv) Lr(C(K/F), C(K)) is Riesz for all closed subsets F of K. 
PROOF. By the remarks made in the introduction, (i) and (ii) are equivalents. 
Obviously, (ii) implies (iii) and (iv). 
(iv) = (i): Let A be an open subset of K. We have to prove that A is clopen. 
Obviously, if the boundary Fr(A) of A is empty, .A is clopen. Suppose that 
F: =Fr(A) is not empty and let T the operator T: C(K/F)~C(K), defined 
by Tf: =f .  1 A-f(x0)l/~, where x0 ~ F. Since Tf<_f for all f belonging to 
C(K/F) +, we have T6Lr(C(K/F),C(K)) and consequently there exists 
T + eLr(C(K/F), C(K)). NOW it is enough to show that T+IK is equal to 1 n. 
If xsF ,  then (T+IK)(x)_0 = 1A(X). Given xeK-F ,  let fx be an element of 
C(K), O<__fx<_ll¢, such that fx(x) = 1 and fx(Y)=0 for all yeF.  Then 
( r  + 1K)(X )>_ (T + fx)(X) >_ (Tfx)(X) = fx(x)lA(x) >_ 1A (x), 
from which it follows that T+IK>_IA . 
On the other hand, for every g~C(K) such that g>_l A we define the 
operator Pg : C(K/F)~ C(K) by P J :  =f. g. Clearly, Pg >_ 0 and Pg> T, hence 
Pg>_ T +. Then, g=PglK> T+IK . Now, on account of l~=in f  {g: geC(K), 
g>__l~}, it follows that T+IK_<I•. Thus we have that 1A_< T+IK<_IA and so 
we obtain that T + 1 K = 1A. 
(iii)=(i): Applying [4] 4.16, we have that K is l%-Stonian and conse- 
quently zero-dimensional. Firstly, we prove the following statement: 
(1): ((Let p be an infinite cardinal number. If K is p-Stonian, then K is 
2P-Stonian)). 
In fact: Let {Ai : ie I}  be a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty clopen 
subsets of K, with II]=p. We define Y: =Ui~tAi and we proceed to show 
that Y is homeomorphic to flY. For this it suffices to prove that every conti- 
nuous map-f:  Y~[0, I] has a continuous extension to ~'. For every ieI, we 
define 
f(x), xeA  i, 
fi(x) : --= ~[._ 0, xeK-A  i. 
Since A i is clopen in K, f / is  an element of C(K). Then, since K is p-Stonian, 
there exists h:  = Vi¢if /s C(K). Clearly, h is an extension o f f .  We have that 
~ is homeomorphic to BY'. Consequently, if we choose an element xieAi for 
every i e I  and put Z:  ={xi: i s I} ,  then flZ is a closed subspace of K. Ap- 
plying [4] 3.5 (a), Lr(c(flZ), C(K)) is a Riesz space and by proposition 1, K 
is 2P-Stonian. Finally, let us suppose that K is not Stonian. Then K is not 
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m-Stonian, m being the weight of K. Let n be the smallest cardinal number such 
that K is not n-Stonian. Taking into account he statement (1) it follows easily 
that n is strongly inaccesible, which is a contradiction. [] 
REMARK. Notice that in the above theorem the condition about the weight of 
K as well as the compactness of K is only used to show that (iii) implies (i). 
In [4] the following problem ([4] 5.14) is posed: Let X be a topological space, 
A a closed subset o fX .  l f F  is a Riesz space such that zr (c(g) ,  F) is Riesz, is 
Lr(c(X/A),  F) then necessarily Riesz?. (iii) implies (iv) is a partial solution. 
We do not know if the former result is true in case that K is not compact. 
In order to clarify this situation we are able to give the following result. Let I 
be an uncountable set, and ,~ a filter on I such that AF~ F=0.  In the set 
IU {oo} with oo ¢ I, we consider the topology for which I is discrete and a basis 
of neighbourhoods of oo is the family {JU{~} :Js,.q). The set IU{~} 
endowed with this topology is denoted by I~. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let I be a set and ,~ a filter on L Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Lr(c(I~), C(I~s)) is Riesz. 
(ii) ,.q is an ultrafilter. 
(iii) I~ is extremally disconnected. 
PROOF. Firstly, we observe that if V is a neighbourhood of oo, V is clopen 
and consequently Ia is zero-dimensional. 
(i)= (ii): Let us suppose that ,_R is not an ultrafilter. Then there exists a 
subset J of I such that J~  and 1- J¢ ,~.  For every i e I  we define 
e i : I,~-+R by e i : = 1{i}. 
As suPie je i=l j ,  by [7] 6.3.8, since reg*(1j)=l j  and ] is not clopen, the 
order bounded family {e i : ie  J} has no supremum in C(ITs ). We define the 
operator 
T: C(Ia)+C(I~) by Tf : = ~ (f( i)-f(oo))ei.  
For every g e C(Ia) with ei<_g for all i s  J, we consider the operator 
Pg : C(Ia)--+ C(Ia) defined by Pgf : = Tf + f(oo)g. 
Clearly Pg >_ 0 and Pg >_ T, whence it follows that there exists 
r + e Lr(C(I~), C(X~)). 
Now, as T+II>_ T+ei > _ Tei=e i and T+li  <_Pglt =g, we have that T+II = 
= Vi~ J e i, which is a contradiction. 
(ii)=(iii): Let A be an open subset of Ia. Then A will be clopen if ~ cA. 
Let us suppose that ~ CA, so IDA.  Since ,.q is an ultrafilter, A s,.q or I -A  sffS. 
In both cases it is easy to see that _~ is clopen. 
(iii)= (i) is the Nakano's theorem. [] 
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